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We won! Together, we stopped global corporations from cheating U.S. farmers and consumers with fraudulent “Product of U.S.A.” meat labels.
LEARN MORE




Farm Action fights for a fair, sustainable, and healthy food system that empowers farmers, workers, and rural communities to feed their neighbors.
About us




Farm Action has been recognized by The Hill as an "influential force" in the movement to create fair competition in our food and farm system.
Read the Profile




In our fight for a Fair Farm Bill, we're taking on powerful corporate agriculture interests — and we need your help!
FAIR FARM BILL




We’re working to take away a billion dollar government fund that corporate interests use to lobby against farmers.
CHECKOFF REFORM
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 Want to end the corporate control of our food system? Join Farm Action’s movement to stop corporate monopolies, hold government accountable, and build fair competition in rural America.
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Reuters | Biden Administration Finalizes Higher Standard for ‘Product of USA’ Meat Label			


 The abuse of the ‘Product of U.S.A.’ label stripped America’s cattle producers of a vital opportunity to market their USA beef, said Farm Action’s Joe Maxwell.


Read More »		
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RFD TV | Right to Repair Costs Farmers More Than $4 Billion per Year, According to Farm Action			


 Farm Action’s Joe Maxwell discussed how farm equipment manufacturers’ repair restrictions harm farmers and rural communities.


Read More »		
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The Hill | Federal Regulators Take a Bite out of Meat Monopolies			


 A new Packers and Stockyards Act rule will improve transparency for poultry farmers — but time is running out for USDA to issue the rest, said Farm Action’s Angela Huffman.


Read More »		












 Why We Fight


















 Farm Action is fighting corporate monopolies in agriculture. For us, the fight for a fair food system is personal. 
Watch this short film to learn more about our farmer-led organization. 














 Fair Farm Bill Campaign










 With the right policies in place, the next farm bill could transform our food system into one that pays farmers and workers a fair price for delivering nutritious, affordable food. In our fight for a #FairFarmBill, we are taking on powerful corporate agriculture interests — and we need your help!





    JOIN THE FIGHT   











 News to Chew on Blog




Farm Action’s take on breaking news and developing issues.
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Busted: Largest Grocers Exploited Consumers During Pandemic Disruptions			


 FTC’s report found that the largest grocers took advantage of supply chain disruptions during the pandemic to raise prices on consumers.


Read More »		
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Farm Action Movement Wins “Product of U.S.A.” Meat Label Reform			


 The six-year fight to reform the “Product of U.S.A.” label was hard-won. Here’s how the movement started by Farm Action’s founders overcame the obstacles along the way. 


Read More »		
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FTC’s Kroger-Albertsons Lawsuit a Win for Farmers, Too			


 The mega-merger would be detrimental to America’s farmers and ranchers — FTC may secure a huge win for them by suing to block it.


Read More »		













 The Food System: Concentration and Its Impacts



 Our special report provides the latest updated data on the state of concentration in the food system, and illustrates what happens when just a few hands control how billions of consumers, farmers, and farmworkers work and eat.




   LEARN MORE  


















 Root of the Issue Blog




Explore what’s under the surface of our food and farm system.
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Buying from Big Ag: How Government Food Procurement Reinforces Monopoly Power (and What We Can Do About It!)			


 USDA should be using its federal food procurement dollars to jump-start the local food systems that were decimated by decades of industry consolidation.


Read More »		
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Checkoff Corruption: It’s What’s for Dinner			


 The checkoff has evolved into a behind-the-scenes machine that extracts money from farmers and funnels it to corporate lobbyists — who work tirelessly to consolidate power over our food system.


Read More »		
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Crop Insurance: How the Big Farms Get Bigger			


 Crop insurance is a major driver of consolidation in our food system. It leads to fewer, larger farms that degrade the land and hollow out rural communities.


Read More »		












 The Feed-Meat Complex







 In this must-read piece, we reveal how Big Ag corporations pocket billions of dollars in taxpayer-funded farm subsidies.




   LEARN More  
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 The Truth About Industrial Agriculture



 Our report exposes the devious ways monopoly corporations maintain control over our food system. 
The truth is, industrial agriculture is an economically flawed system that only survives by spending billions of dollars on myth-based marketing campaigns and passing the true costs of production on to taxpayers, farmers, workers, and everyone who eats.




   LEARN THE TRUTH  


















 Big Ag Mythbusters



 Published alongside our groundbreaking “Truth About Industrial Agriculture” report, this mythbuster blog series debunks the tall tales that multinational food corporations use to defend their business model and defeat any meaningful reforms. 
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